INTRODUCTION
Parallel Kinematic Manipulators (PKMs) are mostly known for their better performances over their serial counterparts [9] . Indeed, in contrast with the serial ones, the actuators of PKMs are located on the fixed base and, hence, result in a very lightweight moving mass [3] . Furthermore, the closed kinematic chains yield to a stiffer and more accurate structure. [10] . Hence, most researches in terms of trajectory generation focused only on classical Point-to-Point (PtP) trajectories [5] , [4] , [11] . Nevertheless, the inherent stiffness and accuracy of PKMs awarded them to be used in more complex industrial tasks such as laser cutting [12] or machining [l3] . In this case, Continuous Closed Shape (CCS) trajectories draw more attention than traditional PtP ones. This class of trajectories, however, has not been sufficiently investigated in the literature.
It is conventional that PKMs share many physical prop erties with serial robots. Consequently, most of the control literature developed for serial manipulators has been straight forwardly implemented on PKMs [14] , [15] . However, in the case of RA-PKMs, a particular property characterizing this class of manipulators needs a special attention. The non uniqueness of the inverse dynamics solution yields to control forces with no effects on the moving platform of the robot [6] .
These control forces produce undesired internal pre-stress in the kinematic chains that can harm the manipulator and cause a loss of energy. Consequently, the control scheme should take into consideration such a phenomenon.
In this work, we address the two aforementioned problems, namely; the CCS trajectories generation and the reduction of internal forces for RA-PKMs. We propose a trajectory generator that takes into consideration continuity constraints, both in task and joint spaces. As regards to the control solution, a joint space PD with computed feedforward controller [16] is proposed. This control scheme has the advantage of being lightweight in terms of computation time while compensating some of the nonlinearities. In order to deal with the internal forces issue, the proposed controller is extended with a projec tion of the generated control torques with the regularization.
The proposed approach is then validated in real-time on a 3 dof RA-PKM, namely, the Dual-V. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the dynamic model of the Dual-V robot is presented. Section 3 is devoted to the proposed trajectory generator. The proposed control solution is detailed in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and perspec tives are drawn in Section 6. 
DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE DUAL-V ROBOT
Dual-V is a 3 dof planar redundantly actuated parallel manipulator belonging to the 4-RRR family. The arrangement of the four chains allows three independent movements for its end-effector (a traveling plate): two translations in the plane and one rotation about the z-axis. Hence, the Cartesian coordinates the traveling plate are described by the vector X = [x, y, ef. For the dynamic modeling of the robot, the approach developed in [3] has been extended to take into account the rotational inertia of the forearms.
The required torque to move the robot's mechanical structure can be decomposed into three sub-torques, namely;
'r[, 'r2, 'r 3 E IR 4 . Each sub-torque is responsible for the move ment of a part of the structure. The torque 'r[ is the required torque to move the traveling plate and a part of the mass of the forearms, it can be calculated using the equations of power of the actuators as follows:
(1)
where M, E IR3 x 3 is the mass matrix of the concerned part of the links to be moved in Cartesian space, l,�* =lm(J,�lm)-[ E IR 4 x 3 is the pseudo-inverse of the transpose of the inverse Jacobian matrix 1m and X E IR3 is the acceleration vector of the traveling plate. The component 'r2 is the required torque to move the arms, the counter-masses and the remaining part of the couplers, it can be expressed as: (2) where Mil E IR4 x 4 is the mass matrix regrouping dynamic parameters of the involved parts of the structure in joint space, X E IR4 is the traveling plate velocity vector and 1m is the time derivative of the inverse Jacobian matrix. Up to now, only the inertia of the two mass model [8] of the couplers is considered.
Though this is a righteous hypotheses when light material is used, it fails when the links are made with heavy material such as steal or aluminum. This is the case of the Dual-V robot and, hence, an additional term should be added. The torque term 'r 3 is the additional torque component to compensate for the real inertia of the couplers and that of the equivalent mass model. Due to the number of pages limitation, the details of this additional term are not provided herein and the reader is referred to [8] for a full description of the Dual-V robot dynamic modeling. It is worth noting though that 'r 3 (X,X,X)
is a highly nonlinear function with respect to its arguments.
Finally, the full dynamic model of the Dual-v is written by regrouping the three sub-torques as follows:
The CAD model of the Dual-V with parameters definition is depicted in Fig. 1 and its geometric and dynamic parameters are summarized in Table I . Further details about the Dual-V robot are given in [7] and [2] . 
REFERENCE TRAJECTORIES GENERATION
CCS trajectories are more complex than traditional PtP ones [4 ] , [5] 
where T E IR+ is the trajectory duration and ai, ai, hi, /3i, n j i E IR; i = 1, ... , n; j = 1,2 are the parameters defining the shape of the trajectory.
In the sequel, we will first give an illustrative example of direct application of (4). Then, its major drawback is highlighted and a solution to overcome it is proposed.
A. Classical method
Let Xd (t ) be the desired Cartesian position defined by (4) to be tracked by the traveling plate of the robot. These desired trajectories are fully included in the workspace of the robot away from singularities. The desired velocity and acceleration trajectories for this motion are obtained by differentiating Xd (t )
with respect to time, thus:
(S) (6) Without loss of generality, assume that the robot starts and finishes its movement with a null velocity and a null 
therefore, the resulting trajectories can be velocity and/or acceleration discontinuous leading to discontinuous control torques and therefore big tracking errors or even instability.
To further illustrate this inconvenience let's consider a simple circular trajectory with a radius r and a center whose { Xd(t) = r cos (2; (t -to))
Yd(t) = r sin (2; (t -to))
These trajectories satisfy equations (4), (S) and (6) being only shifted in time by to. Fig. 2 illustrates the plots of the obtained trajectories using (9), ( 10) and (11) (to = O.Ss, T = I s). One can notice the presence of discontinuities on both velocity and acceleration profiles that have to be removed. In what follows, we propose a novel method to overcome this drawback and generate C2 continuous reference trajectories. If we check the previous equations of the trajectory, it can be seen that they can be rewritten as follows:
{ Xd(t) = r cos(A,(t)) Yd(t) = r sin(A,(t)) ( 
12)
With A, (t) = 2; (t -to) which is a simple affine function of time t and when implemented, does not satisfy any continuity constraint on the velocity and acceleration trajectories. The corresponding velocities and accelerations are obtained by differentiating (12) with respect to time, which gives:
t(t)sin(A,(t)) � ).,2(t)cos(A,(t))] Yd(t) = r [A, (t)cos(A,(t)) _A, 2(t)sin(A,(t)) ] (13) (14)
From (13) and (14) one can notice that if A, (t) is chosen such that it satisfies the following boundary constraints: { A,(to) =0; ).,(to) =0; :t(to) =0
A, (to + T) = 2n; ).,(to + T) = 0; :t(to + T) = 0
( I S)
one can ensure the continuity on the velocity and acceler ation trajectories. One possible solution would then be to choose A,(t) with a trapezoidal profile on velocity. Indeed, this choice allows to specify boundary conditions and hence, 4 ). Therefore, they can be safely used in the control scheme without risks on the actuators.
IV.

PROPOSED CONTROL SOLUTION
It has been shown that PKMs exhibit many similarities with their serial counterparts [1] . Consequently, many control strategies that were mainly developed for serial manipulators have been successfully applied on PKMs. However, in the particular case of RA-PKMs, we notice the existence of antagonistic control torques not affecting the motion of the manipulator. Thus, using conventional control strategies will certainly give occurrence to internal forces (incompatible with the robot's kinematics) [6] and hence, create internal pre stress in the mechanism. The antagonistic forces can cause a multitude of undesirable phenomena such as the loss of energy, instability and vibrations. Consequently, the control architecture has to take in consideration this peCUliarity. 
A. Joint space PD controller
where Kp and Kd are positive definite feedback gain matrices usually chosen diagonal. If the actuators are all identical, which is usually the case for PKMs, the same feedback gains could be selected for each axis, namely; Kp = kpl n x n and Kd = kd1 n x n, where I n x n is an identity matrix and kp and kd are positive scalars denoting the feedback gains that should be tuned to achieve satisfactory closed-loop performance. Good accuracy on high accelerations is mostly required in parallel robots. where NjT = I -J,�* J,� is the projector to the null-space of J,�. Henc�, the internal antagonistic forces are eliminated by projecting the control torques onto the range space of J�. This is achieved by using the projection matrix R J,;, as:
C. Projection method to reduce internal forces
The block diagram of the proposed control scheme is depicted in Fig 5. V.
REAL-TIME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. The Dual-V robot and its hardware configuration (t = 5, 5.5, 7.5 and 8s). These results were expected since the main purpose of this paper is to present a technique to remove these discontinuities from the trajectories generated by means of classical analytical functions. These discontinuities are a major source of tracking loss.
The control inputs generated when using the proposed method as well as those generated by classical one are de picted in Fig. 8 . As expected, the controller generates very high torques when it faces discontinuities on the reference trajectories, because the drives need to generate high torques in order step from zero to a certain velocity in a very short time, which is practically very delicate.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we investigated the continuous closed shape trajectories generation and the reduction of internal forces by means of control for RA-PKMs. These trajectories are defined using analytical functions that show inherent discontinuities. 
